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PSEA Network Myanmar 
Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices of Staff: Survey Summary  
Interactive Power BI dashboard available at: https://app.themimu.info/psea-kap-survey-
result-dashboard.html 
 
KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 
With regard to staff knowledge, the following four points should be emphasised through 
ongoing and regular training and awareness-raising with colleagues:  

1. The minimum age for any sexual relations for aid workers, both development and 
humanitarian, is 18.  This is non-negotiable.   

2. There are never circumstances where an aid worker can engage a sex worker.  This is 
also non-negotiable.   

3. All suspicions of SEA, even if the type of misconduct is unclear, must be reported 
immediately.  Individual staff should not conduct their own investigations, as doing 
so could pose risks to the survivor as well as the complainant.   

4. More time should be spent unpacking reasons why aid workers should not commit 
SEA, and the consequences if an allegation is found to be true.  

Secondly, with regard to engaging with communities on PSEA, organizations need to 
conduct more awareness-raising activities with beneficiaries on staff standards of conduct 
so that they are aware of their rights, and know how to report an allegation.   
 
Introduction 
A staff Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (‘KAP’) survey on protection against sexual 
exploitation and abuse (‘PSEA’) was conducted online from 30 July until 31 August 2020, 
hosted by the Myanmar Information Management Unit (‘MIMU’) and utilising a KoBo tool.  
The survey was available in Myanmar and English languages.  In total, 535 responses were 
collected, including 280 in English and 255 in Myanmar.  The purpose of the survey was not 
only to have a sense of what colleagues knew about PSEA, but also to gauge if recent 
training efforts had been effective.  In addition, the nature of some of the questions were 
intended to increase awareness of all respondents in terms of PSEA knowledge and 
resources; a pop up link to the PSEA MIMU website was provided at the end of the survey to 
guide those respondents who may not be familiar with this resource.   
 
Questionnaire 
The questionnaire commenced with five introductory questions which gathered the 
respondent’s general background data.  These questions and response fields were adapted 
from MIMU’s client user survey as they had been field tested previously.  Following this, the 
questionnaire contained 17 questions on PSEA, which were intended to test the 
respondent’s knowledge on basic PSEA principles.  This section of the questionnaire was 
largely based on a KAP survey that had been conducted in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, in 2019, 
but was adapted following feedback from PSEA Technical Working Group members as well 
as PSEA Network members.1  Colleagues from World Vision International helped to translate 

 
1 While the KAP survey was ready to be launched in May 2020, given the COVID-19 situation in Myanmar, the 
feedback from a number of PSEA Network members was that agencies were pre-occupied with COVID-19 
response and programming.  Therefore, the PSEA Technical Working Group decided to postpone the KAP 
survey until July/August 2020.   
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the questionnaire into Myanmar language, with inputs from the national PSEA Coordinator.  
After three days of testing by Myanmar-speaking PSEA Technical Working Group members, 
the KAP survey was open to any respondent who had received the link.   
 
Dissemination 
The survey link was disseminated to the PSEA Network members (some 200 individuals on 
the mailing list from 90 different organisations including UN, INGOs and CSOs) on 30 July 
2020 via email.  Colleagues were encouraged to share the link with all staff and partners.  
The link was shared by the Inter-Cluster Coordination Group, the Maungdaw Inter-Agency 
Group, the INGO Forum, the Protection Sector, as well as other networks.  The link was also 
advertised on the MIMU website, via the job advertisement page.   
 
Data cleaning and processing 
Once the survey was ‘closed’, colleagues from MIMU analysed the raw data, and 
commenced data cleaning, in collaboration with the national and inter-agency PSEA 
Coordinators; for example, some answers of ‘other’ by correspondents regarding their 
position type could in fact fit under the existing categories.  The national PSEA Coordinator 
provided suggestions to the data cleaning to MIMU colleagues.  Headings, questions and 
responses were shortened/summarised in order to be able to fit into the Power BI 
dashboard.  The Power BI dashboard allows all users with the link to filter various fields to 
analyse the data further (for example, more specific state/region analysis, 
humanitarian/development analysis, etc).   
 
Analysis 
The below analysis is based on: 1) General findings of the survey, where results are not 
broken down or filtered; and 2) Analysis of those who had undergone PSEA training.  Main 
recommendations are highlighted in the boxed text.   
 
Respondent profiles 
Below is a summary of the main points of respondents:  

• 496 respondents were from Myanmar, while 39 were from other countries. 
• 295 respondents stated the focus of their work was in development activities, while 

263 stated the focus was in humanitarian activities; 51 stated ‘other’, 38 stated 
peace-building, with a further 31 stating academic/research.   

• 256 respondents stated their position as being in programme, while 123 were 
involved in administration, 78 in management 41 in monitoring and evaluation, 14 in 
information management and 14 in ‘other’.   

• Most respondents stated that their duty station was Yangon (288), followed by 
Rakhine (50), Kachin (40), Kayin (33), Mandalay (23), Shan (21), Tanintharyi and 
Ayerwaddy (18 each), Magwe (14), Chin and Mon (13 each).   

• Most respondents worked with international NGOs (302), while 131 worked with the 
UN, and 69 worked with national NGOs.   

• The survey was available in Myanmar and English languages, and 280 responses 
were in English and 255 in Myanmar.   
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GENERAL FINDINGS 
 
Signing of code of conduct and training participation 
The first two questions in the survey asked if the respondents had signed a code of 
conduct in their organisation, and whether they had undergone PSEA/safeguarding 
training.  For the first question on code of conduct, 435 answered they had, while 51 
said they did not know, and 49 stated they had not.  Out of the 535 respondents who 
answered the survey, 368 (or 67%) answered they had undergone PSEA training, while 
167 (or 31%) had not.  Of the 368 who had undergone training, the majority (250) 
answered they had participated in face-to-face training, and 148 answered the training 
had been online (respondents could choose both options if they wished).   
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The results are positive in the sense that most of the respondents were aware of signing 
a code of conduct and had undergone some form of training.  Therefore, it seems that 
most organisations operating in Myanmar, across humanitarian, development and 
peace-building fields, have a policy on PSEA in addition to capacity to conduct staff 
training.  This reflects findings from the 2018 PSEA organisational mapping survey, which 
found that most agencies that responded to the survey (total 91) had systems in place to 
channel complaints and that almost all agencies were aware of their appointed PSEA 
focal point.   
 
Overall knowledge of main principles 
As noted above, the purpose of the survey was not only to have a sense of what 
colleagues in Myanmar know about PSEA, but also to increase knowledge of those 
taking the survey.  Therefore, it is not surprising that, even if a respondent had not 
undergone training, they may have answered the questions correctly.  Overall, there 
was a general awareness of the main principles of PSEA.  A deeper analysis of the 
answers provided by those who had undergone training will be provided later in this 
report.   
 

 
 
As seen above, the number of correct responses was higher than the number of 
respondents who had undergone some form of PSEA training: 368 had undergone 
training, whereas 388 answered correctly regarding the minimum age for aid workers’ 
sexual relations, and 447 answered correctly as to whether or not there were any 
circumstances where aid workers could engage sex workers.  A high number (378) of 
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respondents were also aware of where to report SEA allegations, which again is higher 
than the number of those trained.   
 

 
As above, despite only 368 of respondents having undergone PSEA training, the vast 
majority of respondents (502 out of 535 or 94%) answered the above question correctly 
– that all aid workers had responsibility for preventing SEA.  Similar results are displayed 
below.   
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For the above three questions, the correct answers were all options (except for 
‘Nothing’ in question 4 and ‘I don’t know’ in question 7).  These three questions were 
intended more to raise awareness around reasons not to have sexual relations with 
beneficiaries, as well as highlighting that there are a number of possible consequences 
to sexual misconduct.  Question 12 was intended to draw awareness to the fact that SEA 
may be perpetrated by any aid worker, regardless of nationality and/or position.  
Nevertheless, it is positive that most respondents answered correctly, even if they may 
not have undergone PSEA training.   
 
One recommendation could be that in future PSEA training, more time could be spent 
unpacking reasons why aid workers should not commit SEA, and the consequences if an 
allegation is found to be true.   
 

 
Question 11 was specifically formulated to test the knowledge between GBV and SEA.  
Again, it is encouraging that most respondents answered correctly (the first 2 options 
were SEA, whereas the others were GBV).   
 
Questions 8 and 9 were intended to test respondents’ knowledge regarding mandatory 
reporting obligations – and that even suspicions of SEA must be reported.  Quite a large 
number of respondents thought that one should make own investigations before 
reporting, which is quite concerning.   
 
Immediate reporting should be emphasised in future training, as conducting 
investigations by those not trained could pose risks to the survivor as well as the 
complainant.   
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Questions 13, 14 and 15 centred around organisational implementation of PSEA 
obligations, rather than test an individual’s knowledge.  For question 13, just over one 
half of respondents (310 or 58%) stated that their organisation had conducted 
awareness-raising with communities on staff standards of conduct, with some stating 
they were unsure (134 or 25%).  This is a reasonable percentage given COVID-19 
exigencies, however more emphasis on this aspect needs to be made in order to ensure 
that communities are aware of acceptable standards of conduct.   
 
More awareness-raising with communities on staff standards of conduct, including 
PSEA, is needed in the future.  This will be a challenge in the COVID-19 context; 
however, it is essential for beneficiaries to fully understand their rights and to build trust 
to enable them to report concerns.   
 

 
 
Despite the somewhat low percentage of affirmative answers for question 13 on 
community engagement, the answers to question 14 seem to indicate that beneficiaries 
are aware of how to report and can access SEA reporting safely (468 or 87% answered 
yes to this question).  The reasons for this higher number may be a reflection of general 
awareness work done on accountability to affected populations and/or complaints and 
feedback mechanisms.   
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Lastly, question 15 asked respondents whether their organisation’s leadership created 
an environment that encouraged SEA reporting; 472 or 88% of respondents answered 
yes to this question.   
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ANALYSIS: THOSE WHO HAD/HAD NOT UNDERGONE PSEA TRAINING 
 
Using the Power BI tool, it is possible to filter out responses for those answers where 
respondents had indicated they had undergone PSEA training.  As noted above, 368 out of 
535 respondents stated that they had some PSEA training (either in-person or online), while 
167 stated they had not undergone any PSEA training.   
 
Respondent profiles 
Of the 368 responses, there was almost an even split between humanitarian (199) and 
development (183) focus of work, with 40 responding ‘other’ and 20 involved in peace-
building.  This is extremely positive as it reflects that all organisations in Myanmar, 
irrespective of focus, are committed to PSEA and have ensured that staff are trained.   
 
Of the 167 respondents who had not undergone training, the majority were from the 
development sector: 112 out of 167 or 67%, whereas those engaged in humanitarian 
activities who had not been trained was 64 out of 167 or 38%.   
 
Overall knowledge of main principles 
Unfortunately, the overall knowledge of main principles was not 100% among those 
respondents who had been trained.  For example, when only 268 out of 368 answered that 
the minimum age of sexual consent for aid workers is 18 years.  This represents only 73% of 
those trained.  Similarly, on the question of engaging sex workers, 24 were unsure and 11 
answered ‘yes’.   
 
Future training content and ongoing awareness sessions for staff need to highlight these 
two non-negotiables: that the minimum age for aid workers to engage in sexual relations as 
being strictly 18 and the fact that it is never permissible for an aid worker to engage a sex 
worker.   
 

           
 
For questions 10 and 12, the number of correct answers were slightly higher amongst those 
who had undergone training, compared to the overall figure, but the increase was not 
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significant; for question 10, responsibility for SEA, 353 respondents (96%) answered that all 
aid workers were responsible for preventing SEA, whereas the percentage amongst all 
respondents irrespective of having undergone training was 502 out of 535 or 94%.  For 
question 12, a similar increase was noted amongst the percentage of correct answers – all 
three options should have been selected, and the rate of correct answers was only about 
2% higher amongst those who had undergone training compared with the total cohort of 
respondents.   
 

 
 
The results for questions 7 and 11 (on why aid workers could not have sexual relations with 
beneficiaries, and which situations were SEA compared with GBV) were similar as with the 
overall cohort, with a slight increase noticeable amongst those who had undergone training.  
The results for questions 8 and 9, however, clearly indicate a higher proportion of correct 
answers amongst those who had undergone training compared with those who had not.  
These are discussed below.   
 
For question 8, on reporting even rumours of SEA, 261 out of 368 or 71% of those who had 
been trained answered correctly.  102 or 28% answered that they would conduct their own 
investigation, while 5 stated that they would do nothing as it was considered a private issue.  
For those who had not undergone training, however, only 83 out of 167 respondents or 50% 
answered that they would report to their organisation, while the other 50% answered that 
they would make their own investigation or do nothing.    
 
For those who had undergone training:           For those who had no training:  

      
 
For question 9, on reporting on sexual harassment or SEA, again there were more correct 
responses among those who had undergone training; 271 out of 368 or 74% answered that 
they would report to their organisation, while 94 out of 368 or 25% answered they would 
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make their own investigation, and 3 responded they would do nothing.  For those who had 
not undergone training, however, 90 out of 167 respondents or 54% answered correctly, 
while 71 out of 167 or 42% said they would conduct their own investigation and 6 stated it 
was a private issue.   
 
 
For those who had undergone training:  

    
For those who had no training:  

 
 
While the correct responses amongst those who had been trained were much higher than 
those who had received no training, it is still important to reiterate the mandatory 
obligation to report even rumours of SEA and that staff should not conduct their own 
investigations.  Similarly, if staff are unsure of the nature of the misconduct (i.e. if they are 
unsure if it constitutes sexual harassment or SEA, they should nonetheless report.   
 
Conclusions and recommendations 
 
It is encouraging that the large majority of respondents were from Myanmar and that they 
volunteered to answer the survey questions.  The fact that 255 out of 535 respondents, or 
almost 48% of those who participated preferred to take the survey in Myanmar language 
highlights the need to ensure that PSEA messages are conveyed in Myanmar as well as other 
ethnic languages.  It is also positive that the number of those who had undergone some 
PSEA training were spread evenly between humanitarian and development work, 
emphasizing that there is strong overall commitment to PSEA within Myanmar and not just 
limited to the humanitarian context, as may be the case in other country operations.   
 
However, there are still gaps in knowledge even among those who have been trained in 
PSEA, including the basic non-negotiable elements.  While there is a better understanding of 
the mandatory obligation to report SEA incidents amongst those who have been trained, 
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there were nonetheless some responses that indicate the need to reiterate this obligation.  
In addition, organizations must do more in terms of awareness-raising with communities on 
staff standards of conduct so that beneficiaries are aware of their rights and know how to 
report.     
 
The following four points should be emphasised through ongoing and regular training and 
awareness-raising with colleagues:  

5. The minimum age for any sexual relations for aid workers, both development and 
humanitarian, is 18.  This is non-negotiable.   

6. There are never circumstances where an aid worker can engage a sex worker.  This is 
also non-negotiable.   

7. All suspicions of SEA, even if the type of misconduct is unclear, must be reported 
immediately.  Individual staff should not conduct their own investigations.   

8. Reasons why aid workers should not engage in SEA and the consequences for SEA 
should be discussed in training and amongst colleagues.   
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Annex A: KAP Survey Questions 
 
The PSEA Network in Myanmar is conducting a survey with individual humanitarian and 
development workers to understand the level of knowledge of sexual exploitation and abuse, 
its consequences and reporting systems put in place by organizations.  The survey should take 
15-20 minutes to complete and will be used to help us to develop training resources and 
materials.   
 
The answers are anonymous, unless you choose to give your personal details at the end, and 
summarized data will be analyzed to understand the overall knowledge of SEA amongst 
humanitarian and development staff in Myanmar.  Please don’t worry about what you  know 
or don’t know – we just need to understand the level of knowledge overall, in order to address 
any gaps.  Thanks in advance for participating in this survey.   
  
General information 

1. Where are you from?  
a. Myanmar 
b. Other country 

 
2. Where in Myanmar is your duty station?  

a. Ayerwaddy 
b. Bago 
c. Chin 
d. Kachin 
e. Kayah 
f. Kayin 
g. Magway 
h. Mandalay 
i. Mon 
j. Nay Pyi Taw 
k. Rakhine 
l. Sagaing 
m. Shan 
n. Tanintharyi 
o. Yangon 

 
3. Your position: 

a. Management 
b. Admin/Support 
c. Programme 
d. Communication 
e. Information Management 
f. Monitoring and Evaluation 
g. Other (please specify) 
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4. Type of organization/agency 

a. Myanmar government 
b. UN 
c. International NGO 
d. National NGO 
e. Community based organization 
f. Red cross 
g. Donor/embassy 
h. Academic/Research institute 
i. Development consultancy 
j. Private sector/Company 
k. Other (please specify)  

 
5. The focus of your work:  

a. Development activities 
b. Humanitarian activities 
c. Peace-building activities 
d. Research/academic 
e. Private sector 
f. Other (please specify) 

 
Your knowledge, attitude and practice about PSEA 
   
1. Did you read and sign a document (e.g. a Code of Conduct or other) which 

prohibits sexual exploitation when you joined your organization?  
a) Yes  
b) No  
c) I don’t know/can’t remember 

 

2. Have you received any PSEA specific training since you started 
working in your organization?  

a) Yes  
b) No  

1. If yes, when?____________________  
2. If yes, was it: i) online, ii) face-to-face, or iii) other?    

 
3. Do you know where to report SEA cases? (if yes, 

say where)  
a) Yes  
b) No  

If yes where ____________ 
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4. As a humanitarian or development worker, what is the consequence of behaving in 
a sexually inappropriate way, or behaving unacceptably in your sexual relations 
with beneficiaries? Select all that apply 

a) I can be fired  
b) I can be disciplined  
c) I might be investigated  
d) I might be turned over to the police  
e) Nothing  

 
5. As a humanitarian or development worker, what is the minimum age of a person that 

you are allowed to have sexual relations with?  
a) The age of sexual consent in Myanmar  
b) 16 years old  
c) 18 years old  
d) 21 years old   
e) I don’t know  
f) Other, please specify  

 
6. As a humanitarian or development worker, is there any situation where you are 

allowed to pay for sexual interactions with a sex worker?  
a) Yes  
b) No  
c) I don’t know 

 
7. As a humanitarian or development worker, why is it important that you do not 

have sexual relations with someone affected by a humanitarian emergency? 
(select all that apply) 

a) Because it can affect my career  
b) Because the person affected could feel they have to have sex with you to get 

assistance  

c) Other people could assume that is the case since humanitarian workers are 
perceived as powerful  

d) Because I may be at risk from catching or transmitting an STD  
e) Because it can affect the reputation of my organization  

f) I don’t know  

 

8. What should you do if you think one of your colleagues is breaking rules on sexual 
conduct with affected communities but you have not seen it happen with your own 
eyes?  

a. Report to my organization even if I don’t have all the information 
b. Make preliminary investigations myself before reporting it  
c. This is their private issue, and I should not talk to anyone about it.  
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9. Let’s say you have heard an allegation of sexual misconduct against one of your 

colleagues, but you are unsure if it is sexual harassment or if it is sexual exploitation and 
abuse.  What should you do?  

a) Report to my organization even if I don’t have all the information 
b) Make preliminary investigations myself before reporting it  
c) This is a private issue, and I should not talk to anyone about it.   

 
10. Who is responsible for upholding the rules on preventing unacceptable sexual 

behavior amongst humanitarian and development workers with affected 
communities? 

a) The leadership of my organization  
b) All humanitarian and development workers share this responsibility  
c) I don’t know 
d) Other 

 
11. Which of the following situations would require you to report suspected SEA?  Select all 

that apply 
a) You hear a rumor that a woman who lives near the edge of an IDP camp was 

raped by a group of unknown men while walking back home from the latrine last 
night.           

b) A  woman tells you she obtains additional food for her children by agreeing to 
have sex with a staff member at an IDP camp Nutrition Center 

c) You learn that the village leader at one of your program sites beat his wife 
severely last night 

d) You overhear camp residents discussing that the doctor in the NGO health clinic 
is having a relationship with a UN protection officer.    

e) A volunteer in Village C tells you that the Livelihoods Manager only gives 
incentive worker positions to young men who will sleep with her 

f) None of the above 
 

12. Sexual exploitation and abuse can occur between (select all that apply):  
a) An international staff member and a member of the affected 

community/beneficiary 
b) A national/Myanmar staff member and a member of the affected 

community/beneficiary 
c) A community worker or volunteer and a member of the affected 

community/beneficiary 
 

 
13. To your knowledge have you or your organization informed communities about 

the code of conduct of staff? This may be awareness-raising activities such as 
discussions, messages on radios, posters etc.   
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a) Yes  
b) No  
c) Don’t know 

If yes, what method was used? E.g. focus group discussions, posters, 
radio messages, etc. 

 

14. Do you think beneficiaries are able to access reporting channels to report an 
allegation of SEA safely?   

a) Yes, they are able to access reporting channels  
b) No, they are not able to access reporting channels 

If no, why not?  
 

15. In your opinion, does the leadership or senior management of your organization do 
all they can to create an environment where it is easy to report any allegations of 
SEA to the organization?  

a) Yes  
b) No  

Please explain your answer 
 

16. Have you found this questionnaire difficult or easy 
to answer  

a) Very difficult  
b) Difficult  
c) Easy  
d) Very easy  

 

17. Are there any resources on PSEA that you have found useful and would suggest to 
others? Free text.   
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Annex B: KAP Survey Questions (Myanmar)  
 

ြမနမ်ာ'ိ)ငင်,ံ-ိ PSEA ကနွရ်ကသ်ည ် လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ ေခါငး်ပံ)ြဖတအ်ြမတထ်)တမ်B'-င့ ်

အလွသဲံ)းစားြပFြခငး်တိ)အ့ေGကာငး်၊ ၎ငး်တိ)၏့ ေနာကဆ်ကတ်ွအဲကျိFးဆကမ်ျား'-င့ ်အဖဲွLအစညး်များမ- 

ချမ-တထ်ားေသာ တိ)ငG်ကားေရး စနစတ်ိ)အ့ေပM လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ'-င့ ်

ဖံွL OဖိFးေရးဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သားတစဦ်းချငး်စအီလိ)က ် မညမ်R သ,ိ-ိထားေGကာငး် နားလညရ်န ်

စစတ်မ်းတစခ်) ေကာကယ်Nလျက,်-ိပါသည။် ဤစစတ်မ်းကိ) ေြဖဆိ)ရနအ်တကွ ် ၁၅-၂၀ မိနစခ်န ့ ်

Gကာ'ိ)ငO်ပီး ထိ)စစတ်မ်းေြဖဆိ)ချကမ်ျားသည ် က['်)ပ်တိ)အ့တကွ ် သငG်ကားေရးရငး်ြမစမ်ျား'-င့ ်

သငေ်ထာကက်Nများ ေရးဆွရဲာတငွ ်အေထာကအ်ကNြဖစမ်ညြ်ဖစသ်ည။်  

 

မိမိမညသ်Nမညဝ်ါြဖစေ်Gကာငး် ကိ)ယေ်ရးအချကအ်လက ် အ ေသးစတိမ်ျားကိ) စစတ်မ်းအဆံ)းတငွ ်

မိမိေရွးချယမ်Bြဖင့ ် ေပးသညမ်-လွ၍ဲ အေြဖများကိ) ေြဖဆိ)သN မညသ်Nမညဝ်ါြဖစေ်Gကာငး် 

ေဖာ်ြပမညမ်ဟ)တသ်ကဲသ့ိ) ့ ရ,-ိေသာ အကျ_းချFပ် ေဒတာ အချကအ်လကမ်ျားကိ) 

သံ)းသပ်ေလလ့ာကာ ြမနမ်ာ'ိ)ငင်မံ- လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ'-င့ ် ဖံွL OဖိFးေရးဆိ)ငရ်ာ 

လ)ပ်သားများထမံ- SEA(လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ ေခါငပံ်)ြဖတအ်ြမတထ်)တြ်ခငး်'-င့ ်အလွသဲံ)းစားြပFလ)ပ်ြခငး်) 

အေပM သနိားလညမ်B ေရချိနက်ိ) သေဘာေပါကေ်စရနအ်တကွ ်အသံ)းချမညြ်ဖစသ်ည။် သင့အ်ေန'-င့ ်၊ 

နားမလညသ်ည့အ်ရာများ,-ိေသာ အခါ စတိပ်Nရနမ်လိ)ပါ။ က['်)ပ်တိ)အ့ေန'-င့ ် ဟာကကွမ်ျားကိ) 

ြဖည့စ်ညး်ေပးရနအ်လိ)င့ -ာ အသပိညာေရချိနက်ိ) တိ)ငး်တာdံ)သာလRင ် ြဖစပ်ါသည။် ဤစစတ်မ်းကိ) 

ဝငေ်ရာကေ်ြဖဆိ)ေပးသည့အ်တကွ ်ေကျးဇNးတငပ်ါသည။်  

 

အေထေွထအွချကအ်လကမ်ျား 

၁။ သငမ်ညသ်ည့'်ိ)ငင်မံ- လာသနညး်။ 

က။ ြမနမ်ာ 

ခ။  အြခား 'ိ)ငင် ံ

 

၂။ ြမနမ်ာ'ိ)ငင်၏ံ မည့သ်ည့ေ်နရာတငွ ်သငတ်ာဝနထ်မ်းေဆာငေ်နသနညး်။ 

က။ ဧရာဝတ ီ

ခ။  ပဲခNး 

ဂ။ ချငး် 

ဃ။ ကချင ်
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င။ ကယား 

စ။ ကရင ်

ဆ။ မေကးွ 

ဇ။ မ'iေလး 

ဈ။ မနွ ်

ည။ ေနြပညေ်တာ ်

ဋ။ ရခိ)င ်

ဌ။ စစက်ိ)ငး် 

ဍ။ ,-မ်း 

ဎ။ တနသoာရီ 

ဏ။ ရနက်)န ်

၃။ သင့ ်ရာထNး - 

က။ အ)ပ်ချFပ်ေရး 

ခ။ စမံီ/လကေ်ထာက ်

ဂ။ ပdိ)ဂရမ် 

ဃ။ ဆကသ်ယွေ်ရး 

င။ သတငး်အချကအ်လက ်စမံီခန ့ခ်ွမဲB 

စ။ ေစာင့G်ကည့ြ်ခငး်'-င့ ်အကြဲဖတြ်ခငး် 

ဆ။ အြခားေသာ ရာထNးများ (ေကျးဇNးြပF၍ အတအိကျေဖာ်ြပေပးပါ) 

 

၄။ အဖဲွLအစညး်/ေအဂျငစ်၏ီ အမျိFးအစား 

က။ ြမနမ်ာ'ိ)ငင် ံအစိ)းအရ အဖဲွLအစညး် 

ခ။ က)လသမဂt 

ဂ။ 'ိ)ငင်တံကာ NGO 

ဃ။ ြပညတ်ငွး် NGO 

င။ ရပ်ရွာလNထ)အေြခြပF အဖဲွLအစညး် 

စ။ Gကကေ်ြခန ီ

ဆ။ အလx,-င/် သdံံ)း 
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ဇ။ ပညာေရး/ သ)ေတသန အဖဲွL 

ဈ။ ဖံွL OဖိFးတိ)းတကေ်ရး အတိ)ငပ်ငခ်အံဖဲွL 

ည။ ပ)ဂtလကိကy/ က)မzဏ ီ

ဋ။ အြခားေသာ အဖဲွLအစညး်များ (ေကျးဇNးြပF၍ အတအိကျေဖာ်ြပေပးပါ) 

 

၅။ သင့အ်လ)ပ်၏ အထNးြပFကy- 

က။ ဖံွL OဖိFးတိ)းတကေ်ရး လ)ပ်ငနး်များ 

ခ။ လNသာချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမB လ)ပ်ငနး်များ 

ဂ။ Oငမ်ိးချမ်းေရးတညေ်ဆာငေ်ရး လ)ပ်ငနး်များ 

ဃ။ သ)ေတသန/ ပညာေရး 

င။ ပ)ဂtလကိကy 

စ။ အြခား (ေကျးဇNးြပF၍ အတအိကျေဖာ်ြပေပးပါ) 

 

PSEA 23င့ပ်တသ်က၍် သင၏် ဗဟ=သ=တ၊ သေဘာထား23င့ ်ကျင့သ်ံ=းပံ= 

   

၁။သင၏် အဖဲွLအစညး်အတငွး်သိ) ့ ဝငေ်ရာကစ်_က လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ ေခါငး်ပံ)ြဖတအ်ြမတထ်)တမ်Bကိ) 

တားြမစေ်Gကာငး် ေဖာ်ြပေသာ စာရွကစ်ာတမ်း(ဥပမာ - လိ)ကန်ာရမည်က့ျင့ဝ်တ ် သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ်

အြခား)ကိ) ဖတO်ပီး လကမ်-တထ်ိ)း ခဲပ့ါသလား။ 

က) လ)ပ်ခဲပ့ါသည ်

ခ) မလ)ပ်ခဲပ့ါ 

ဂ) မသ/ိမမ-တမိ်ပါ 

 

၂။ သင၏် အဖဲွLအစညး်တငွ ်စတင ်အလ)ပ်လ)ပ်ခဲေ့သာ အချိနမ်-စ၍ PSEA သငတ်နး် တစမ်ျိFးမျိFး 

တကေ်ရာက ်သငယ်N ဖNးပါသလား။  

က) သငယ်Nခဲဖ့Nးပါသည ်

ခ) မသငယ်Nခဲဖ့Nးပါ 

၁။ သငယ်Nခဲဖ့Nးပါသညဟ်) ေြဖခဲပ့ါက မညသ်ည့အ်ချိနက် သငယ်Nခဲပ့ါသနညး်။  
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၂။ အကယ၍် သငယ်Nခဲဖ့Nးပါက ထိ)သငတ်နး်သည ် က) အွနလ်ိ)ငး်မ-တစဆ်င့ ်

ခ)လNကိ)ယတ်ိ)င ် သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ် ဂ) အြခားေသာနညး်လမ်းများြဖင့ ် သငယ်Nခဲြ့ခငး် 

ြဖစပ်ါသလား။ 

 

၃။ PSEA ကစိ|များကိ) မညသ်ည့ေ်နရာသိ) ့ တိ)ငG်ကားရမညက်ိ) သပိါသလား?(သ,ိ-ိပါက 

မညသ်ည့ေ်နရာ ြဖစေ်Gကာငး် ေြပာြပေပးပါ) 

က) သ,ိ-ိပါသည ်

ခ) မသ,ိ-ိပါ 

သ,ိ-ိပါက ေနရာကိ)ေြဖဆိ)ပါ ____________ 

၄။ လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ'-င့ ် ဖံွL OဖိFးမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သားတစဦ်းအေနြဖင့ ်

အကျိFးခစံားခငွ့ ် ,-ိသNတိ) ့ အေပM လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ မဖွယမ်ရာ ြပFမNေသာအခါ သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ်

လကခ်'ံိ)ငဖွ်ယရ်ာမ,-ိေသာ လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ ပတသ်ကမ်Bများ ြပFလ)ပ်ေသာ အခါ ေနာကဆ်ကတ်ွ ဲ

မညသ်ည့အ်ရာများ ြဖစေ်ပM လာ'ိ)ငပ်ါသနညး်။ ြဖစ'်ိ)ငေ်သာ အရာများအားလံ)းကိ) 

ေရွးချယေ်ပးပါရန။်  

က) အလ)ပ်ထ)တခ်ရံ'ိ)ငပ်ါသည။် 

ခ) အေရးယNအြပစေ်ပးခရံ'ိ)ငပ်ါသည။် 

ဂ) စံ)စမ်းစစေ်ဆးြခငး် ခရံေကာငး် ခရံ'ိ)ငပ်ါသည။်  

ဃ) ရဲလကသ်ိ) ့ အပ်ြခငး် ခရံေကာငး် ခရံ'ိ)ငပ်ါသည။်  

င) ဘာအကျိFးသကေ်ရာကမ်Bမ- မ,-ိ'ိ)ငပ်ါ။ 

 

၅။ လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ'-င့ ်ဖံွL OဖိFးမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သားတစေ်ယာက ်အေနြဖင့ ်

လငိက်စိ|အတကွ ်ပတသ်က'်ိ)ငေ်သာ လNတစေ်ယာကအ်တကွ ်အနမိ့်ဆံ)းြပည့မီ်ရမည့ ်အသကသ်ည ်

ဘယ'်-စ'်-စ ်ြဖစသ်နညး်။ 

က) ြမနမ်ာ'ိ)ငင်မံ- ြပ�ာနး်ထားေသာ လငိက်စိ|အတကွ ်အလိ)တN'ိ)ငေ်သာ အသက ်

ခ) ၁၆'-စ ်

ဂ) ၁၈'-စ ်

ဃ) ၂၁'-စ ်

င) မသပိါ 

စ) အြခားဟ) ေြဖဆိ)ပါက ေကျးဇNးြပF၍ အတအိကျေဖာ်ြပေပးပါ 
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၆။ လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ'-င့ ် ဖံွL OဖိFးမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သားတစဦ်းအေနြဖင့ ်

လငိလ်)ပ်သားများ (ြပည်တ့နဆ်ာ) '-င့ ် အခေGကး ေငေွပးကာ လငိဆ်ကဆ်ခံငွ့,်-ိေသာ 

အေြခအေနမျိFး,-ိပါသလား။ 

က) ,-ိပါသည ်

ခ) မ,-ိပါ 

ဂ) မသပိါ 

၇။ လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ'-င့ ် ဖံွL OဖိFးမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သားတစဦ်းအေနြဖင့ ်

လNသားချငး် စာနာ ေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ အကNအညေီပးရမည့ ်

အေရးေပMအေြခအေနတစခ်)ခ)ေGကာင့ ် အခကအ်ခြဲဖစေ်နေသာ လN တစေ်ယာကေ်ယာက'်-င့ ်

လငိက်စိ| ကငး်,-ငး်ရနမ်ညသ်ည့အ်တကွေ်Gကာင့ ်အေရး�ကးီသနညး်။ (Selel all that apply) 

က)  က[နေ်တာ/်က[နမ်၏ အလ)ပ်ကိ) ထခိိ)က'်ိ)ငေ်သာေGကာင့ ်

ခ) ထခိိ)ကခ်စံားထားရေသာသNသည ် အကNအညရီ,-ိရန ် သNတိ)သ့ည ် သင'်-င့ ်

လငိဆ်ကဆ်ရံမညဟ်) စတိထ် ဲတငွ ်ခစံားသာွးရ'ိ)ငေ်သာေGကာင့ ် 

ဂ) အြခားေသာသNများသည ် လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သားများက 

အေစာ ကတညး်က ဩဇာေညာငး်သညဟ်) �ကFိတငသ်တမ်-တထ်ားေသာေGကာင့ ်

ထိ)သိ)ဩ့ဇာေညာငး်သြဖင့ ်လ)ပ်သည ်ဟ) ထငသ်ာွး'ိ)ငေ်သာေGကာင့ ်

ဃ) က[နေ်တာ/်က[နမ်ထမံ- ကာလသားေရာဂါ ကNးစက'်ိ)ငေ်သာေGကာင့ ် သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ်

အကNးခရံ'ိ)ငေ်သာ ေGကာင့ ် 

င) က[နေ်တာ/်က[နမ်တိ) ့ အဖဲွLအစညး်၏ ဂ)ဏသ်ကိ�ာကိ)ထခိိ)က'်ိ)ငေ်သာေGကာင့ ်

စ) အထကေ်ဖာ်ြပပါ အချကမ်ျား အားလံ)း 

ဆ) မသပိါ 

 

၈။ အကယ၍် သင၏် လ)ပ်ေဖာ်ကိ)ငဖ်ကထ်မဲ- တစဦ်းသည ် ထခိိ)ကခ်စံားေနရေသာ 

အသိ)ငး်အဝိ)ငး်မ- သNများ'-င့ ် ပတသ်က၍် လိ)ကန်ာရနလ်ိ)အပ်ေသာ လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ ေစာင့ထ်နိး်ရန ်

စညး်မျ_းများကိ) ချိFးေဖာကေ်နသညဟ်) ထငေ်သာ်လညး် သငက်ိ)ယတ်ိ)င ်

တပ်အပ်မြမငရ်ေသးေသာအခါ မညက်ဲသ့ိ)လ့)ပ်မညန်ညး်။ 

က။ က['်)ပ်ထတံငွ ် အချကအ်လကမ်ျား အားလံ)းမ,-ိေသးေသာ်လညး် 

က['်)ပ်၏အဖဲွLအစညး်သိ) ့ တိ)ငG်ကားြခငး် 
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ခ။   ထိ)အေGကာငး်ကိ) မတိ)ငG်ကားခင ်ကိ)ယတ်ိ)င ်စံ)စမ်းစစေ်ဆးမB အရင ်ြပFလ)ပ်ြခငး် 

ဂ။    ဤအရာသည ်သNတိ)၏့ ပ)ဂtိFလေ်ရးကစိ|ြဖစO်ပီး တြခားမညသ်Nကိ)မ- ထိ)အေGကာငး်ကိ) 

မေြပာသင့ပ်ါ 

 

၉။ သင၏် လ)ပ်ေဖာ်ကိ)ငဖ်ကတ်စဦ်းဦးအား လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ မဖွယမ်ရြပFလ)ပ်သညဟ်) 

စပ်ွစွေဲGကာငး် သငG်ကား ရေသာ်လညး် လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ ေ'-ာင့ယ်-ကေ်စာ်ကားမBေလာ၊ 

အြမတထ်)တမ်Bေလာ သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ် အလွသဲံ)းစားြပFမBေလာ မေသချာဟ) ဆိ)ပါစိ)။့ သငမ်ညက်ဲသ့ိ) ့ 

လ)ပ်သင့သ်နညး်။ 

က)က['်)ပ်ထတံငွ ် အချကအ်လကမ်ျား အားလံ)းမ,-ိေသးေသာ်လညး် 

က['်)ပ်၏အဖဲွLအစညး်သိ) ့ တိ)ငG်ကား ြခငး် 

ခ) ထိ)အေGကာငး်ကိ) မတိ)ငG်ကားခင ်ကိ)ယတ်ိ)င ်စံ)စမ်းစစေ်ဆးမB အရင ်ြပFလ)ပ်ြခငး် 

ဂ) ဤအရာသည ်ပ)ဂtိFလေ်ရးကစိ|ြဖစO်ပီး တြခားမညသ်Nကိ)မ- ထိ)အေGကာငး်ကိ) မေြပာသင့ပ်ါ 

 

၁၀။ ထခိိ)ကခ်စံားေန ရေသာ အသိ)ငး်အဝိ)ငး်တိ) ့ '-င့ ် လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမB'-င့ ်

ဖံွL OဖိFးမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သား များအGကား လကခ်'ံိ)ငဖွ်ယရ်ာမ,-ိေသာ လငိမ်Bကစိ|များအား 

တားြမစထ်ားေသာ စညး်မျ_းများကိ) လိ)ကန်ာရန ်မညသ်N ့ တငွ ်တာဝန,်-ိသနညး်။ 

က) က[နေ်တာ်တိ) ့ အဖဲွLအစညး်မ- ေခါငး်ေဆာငပိ်)ငး်များ 

ခ) ထိ)တာဝနက်ိ) မRေဝယNထားရေသာ လNသားချငး်စာနာေထာကထ်ားမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ'-င့ ်

ဖံွL OဖိFးမBဆိ)ငရ်ာ လ)ပ်သား များအားလံ)း 

ဂ) မသပိါ 

ဃ) အြခား 

 

၁၁။  SEA ြဖစသ်ညဟ်) သသံယ,-ိေသာအခါ ေအာကပ်ါအေြခအေနများအနကမ်- 

မညသ်ညတ်ိ)က့ိ) တိ)ငG်ကားရန ်လိ)မညန်ညး်၊ သကဆ်ိ)ငရ်ာ အရာမ-နသ်မRကိ) ေရွးချယေ်ပးပါ 

က) IDP စခနး်အစနွန်ားတငွ ် ေနထိ)ငေ်သာ အမျိFးသမီးတစဦ်းကိ) မေနည့က 

အမ်ိသာတကO်ပီး အမ်ိသိ) ့ ြပနလ်ာစ_ အမျိFးသားတစစ်)က 

မ)ဒနိး်ကျင့ြ်ခငး်ခလံိ)ကရ်သညဟ်) ေကာလဟာလကိ) Gကားြခငး် 
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ခ) အမျိFးသမီးတစဦ်းက သNသည ် IDP စခနး်,-ိ ရိက�ာဌာနမ- ဝနထ်မ်းတစဦ်း'-င့ ်

လငိဆ်ကဆ်ရံန ် သေဘာတNOပီးေနာက ် သNက့ေလးများအတကွ ်

အစားအေသာကခ်ွတဲမ်း ပိ)ရေGကာငး် သင့အ်ား ေြပာြပြခငး်။ 

ဂ) သင၏် ပdိ)ဂရမ်ေဆာငရွ်ကရ်ေသာ ေနရာများအနကမ်- တစေ်နရာ,-ိ 

ရပ်ရွာအ)ပ်ချFပ်ေရးမxးတစဦ်းမ- သN၏ မိနး်မအား မေနည့က dိ)က'်-ကေ်Gကာငး် 

Gကားသရိြခငး်။ 

ဃ) စခနး်တငွး်ေနသNများက NGO ကျနး်မာေရးေဆးခနး်မ- ဆရာဝန'်-င့ ်

က)လသမဂtကာကယွေ်ရး အရာ,-ိတိ)သ့ည ် ရညး်စားြဖစေ်နေGကာငး်ကိ) 

ေြပာေနGကသညက်ိ) သငန်ားစနွန်ာဖျား Gကားသ ိလိ)ကရ်သည။်    

င) အသကေ်မးွဝမ်းေကျာငး်မနေ်နဂျာသည ် ေကာငး်မနွေ်သာ အလ)ပ်အကိ)င ်

ရာထNးများ ကိ) သN'-င့ ်အပ်ိေသာ လNငယမ်ျားအတကွသ်ာ ေပးသညဟ်) ရွာမ- ေစတနာ ့

ဝနထ်မ်းတစဦ်းက ေြပာြခငး်။  

စ) အထကတ်ငွ ်ေဖာ်ြပခဲေ့သာ အချကတ်စခ်)မ- အကျံFးမဝငပ်ါ။ 

 

၁၂။ လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ အြမတထ်)တမ်B'-င့ ်အလွသဲံ)းစားြပFမBတိ)သ့ည ်၎ငး်တိ) ့Gကားတငွြ်ဖစ'်ိ)ငသ်ည ်

(သကဆ်ိ)ငရ်ာ အချက ်များအားလံ)းကိ) ေရွးချယပ်ါ။)  

က)'ိ)ငင်ြံခားသား ဝနထ်မ်း'-င့ ် ထခိိ)ကခ်စံားထားရေသာ 

အသိ)ငး်အဝိ)ငး်/အကျိFးခစံားခငွ့,်-ိသNများထမဲ- တစဦ်း 

ခ) ြပညတ်ငွး်ေန/ြမနမ်ာ'ိ)ငင်သံားဝနထ်မ်း'-င့ ် ထခိိ)ကခ်စံားထားရေသာ အသိ)ငး်အဝိ)ငး်/ 

အကျိFးခစံားခငွ့ ်,-ိသNများထမဲ- တစဦ်း  

ဂ) ရပ်ရွာအကျိFးြပF လ)ပ်သား သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ် ေစတနာဝ့နထ်မ်း'-င့ ် ထခိိ)ကခ်စံားထားရေသာ 

အသိ)ငး်အဝိ)ငး် / အကျိFး ခစံားခငွ့,်-ိသNများထမဲ- တစဦ်း  

  

 

၁၃။ သင ်သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ်သင၏် အဖဲွLအစညး်က ရပ်ရွာလNထ)ကိ) ဝနထ်မ်းများ၏ လ)ပ်ငနး်ကျင့ဝ်တက်ိ) 

အသ ိ ေပးထားသညဟ်) သငသ်ထိားပါသလား။ ထိ)အရာများသည ် ေဆးွေ'းွပွဲများ၊ ေရဒယီိ)မ- 
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သတငး်ေပးြခငး်များ၊ ပိ)စတာ များ စသညြ်ဖင့ ် အသပိညာေပးြမ�င့တ်ငြ်ခငး် လ)ပ်ေဆာငခ်ျကမ်ျား 

ြဖစ'်ိ)ငပ်ါသည။် 

က) အသေိပးပါသည ်

ခ) အသမိေပးပါ  

ဂ) မသပိါ 

ေပးပါသညဟ်)ေြဖပါက မညသ်ည့န်ညး်လမ်းများကိ) အသံ)းြပFခဲသ့ညက်ိ) ေြဖGကားေပးပါ။ 

ဥပမာ - ဦးတည ်အ)ပ်စ) ဖဲွL ေဆးွေ'းွြခငး်များ၊ ပိ)စတာများ၊ ေရဒယီိ)သတငး်များ စသညြ်ဖင့ ်

 

၁၄။ အကျိFးခစံားခငွ့,်-ိသN အေနြဖင့ ် လငိပိ်)ငး်ဆိ)ငရ်ာ ေခါငး်ပံ)ြဖတအ်ြမတထ်)တြ်ခငး် 

ကစိ|တစခ်)ကိ) ေဘးအ'iရာယက်ငး်ကငး်ြဖင့ ် စွဆဲိ)တိ)ငG်ကား'ိ)ငေ်သာ လမ်းေGကာငး် တစခ်),-ိသညဟ်) 

ထငပ်ါသလား။ 

က) တိ)ငG်ကားေရးလမ်းေGကာငး်များကိ) ၎ငး်တိ) ့ အသံ)းြပF'ိ)ငပ်ါသည။် 

ခ) တိ)ငG်ကားေရးလမ်းေGကာငး်များကိ) ၎ငး်တိ) ့ အသံ)းမြပF'ိ)ငပ်ါ။ မသံ)း'ိ)ငပ်ါက 

မညသ်ညေ်Gကာင့ ်ြဖစသ်ညက်ိ) ေြဖGကား ေပးပါ။ 

 

၁၅။ သင၏် ထငြ်မငခ်ျကအ်ရ သင့အ်ဖဲွLအစညး်၏ ေခါငး်ေဆာငမ်B သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ် အ�ကးီတနး် 

အ)ပ်ချFပ်ေရးမxးများမ- SEA '-င့ ် ပတသ်ကေ်သာမညသ်ည့စ်ွဆဲိ)ချကတ်ိ)က့ိ)မဆိ) အဖဲွLအစညး်သိ) ့ 

လယွက်Nစာွ တိ)ငG်ကားေသာ ပတဝ်နး်ကျင ် တစခ်)ကိ) ၎ငး်တိ)တ့တ'်ိ)ငသ်ေလာက ်

ေဆာငရွ်ကဖ်နတ်းီေပးေနပါသလား။ 

က) ဖနတ်းီေပးေနပါသည ်

ခ) မဖနတ်းီေပးပါ 

သင၏် အေြဖကိ) ,-ငး်ြပပါ။ 

 

၁၆။ ယခ) စစတ်မ်းေမးခနွး်လ�ာသည ် ေြဖဆိ)ရန ် ခကခ်ြဲခငး် သိ)မ့ဟ)တ ် လယွက်Nြခငး် 

,-ိေGကာငး်ေတွL ,-ိရပါသလား။ 

က) အရမ်းခကခ်ပဲါသည ်

ခ) ခကခ်ပဲါသည ်

ဂ) လယွက်Nပါသည ်
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ဃ) အရမ်းလယွက်Nပါသည ်

 

၁၇။ သင,်-ာေဖွေတွL ,-ိထားေသာ အြခားသNများကိ) ြပနလ်ည�်�နး်လိ)သည့ ် PESA ဆိ)ငရ်ာ 

အသံ)းဝငသ်ည့ ်အရငး်အြမစ ်များ ,-ိပါသလား။ လတွလ်ပ်စာွ ေရးသားပါ။ 

 
 


